Institutional Policy of the National Institute of Economic Research on Open Access to information

The Scientific Council of NIER proposes to approve the Open Access Policy for information as follows:

National Economic Research Institute recognizes the strategic importance of Open Access to information and undertake to disseminate the results of scientific activity.

Open Access is free, permanent, unrestricted access to documents that allows viewing, downloading, distributing, creating derivative works in any environment, made in a correct and responsible manner within the legal framework.

Electronic publication of research results provides the opportunity to share ideas and knowledge freely with the scientific community and the general public. Removing the barriers to access to scientific publications made within the National Institute of Economic Research will lay the foundations for effective scientific communication, will increase both the visibility and the impact of the research activity.

In the long run, INCE aims to increase the quality and performance indicators in scientific research. In this respect, open access to information can contribute substantially to the promotion of scientific and technological results of performance, innovative research aimed at increasing the visibility and recognition of their significance and importance at national and international level

Objectives:
1. Ensure the long-term management and conservation of the scientific scientific works produced by NIER researchers.
2. Ensure the widest possible access to the scientific work produced by the academic community of NIER.

Strategies:
1. Implementation of Open Access to scientific publications through two complementary models: self-archiving in the INCE Institutional Repository and registration of scientific journals of the INCE International Directory DOAJ (Directory of Open Access Journals).
2. Establishment and development of the institutional repository of the National Institute of Economic Research (RI INCE), which will include scientific and didactic production INCE: scientific articles, doctor's theses, conferential materials, monographs, didactic documents, etc.
3. Permission granted by authors is a non-exclusive, irrevocable, royalty-free license that exercises all rights under copyright; it allows the distribution of the published documents in Open Access, provided that they will not be used in order to obtain profit.
4. The authors of scientific publications, elaborated on the basis of research projects, financed entirely or partially by the state, by INCE or by grants, have the obligation to submit the final version of the work in open access to RI INCE.
5. The authors will submit the scientific or didactic works in RI INCE during their activation within the National Institute of Economic Research.
6. Authors are encouraged to publish articles in magazines that support Open Access to information.
7. If there are certain copyright restrictions on publishers, the authors will submit the bibliographic references and the abstract of the paper to be included in the RI INCE.
8. If the publication is to be marketed, the authors will negotiate with publishers (during the signing of copyright agreements) placing the work in open access after an embargo period.

9. Teachers and researchers are encouraged to place the papers, which were published until the INCE Institutional Policy on Open Access was approved.

10. Researchers, teachers, librarians and other interested persons are encouraged to support Open Access to information and to publish articles and scientific papers in open access journals and in RI INCE.

11. The Institute for Research and Innovation will monitor the compliance of the Policy with the interests of the authors.

12. The National Institute of Economic Research designates the Technical-Scientific Republican Library as the main coordinator and executor in the creation and development of INCE Institutional Repositories. The Library will ensure its functioning, will be responsible for the long-term preservation of the scientific work done by the academic community and will produce an annual report to the Scientific Council.

13. The Institutional Policy of the National Institute for Economic Research on Open Access to Information will be registered in the form of an institutional mandate in the Registry of Open Access Repository Mandatory Archiving Policies (ROARMAP), which authorizes Open Access to the results of scientific research carried out from public funds. The Institutional repository will be registered with the Registry of Open Access Repositories (ROAR).

14. The Institutional Policy of the National Institute for Economic Research will enter into force on the date of approval and will be revised as necessary.